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Book Descriptions:

canon t70 manual rewind

Thanks! Ken. I cant vouch for any other ads. The T70s OBC has an 8bit custom microcomputer with
1,200 commands. It has 12 x 2 kilobytes of ROM and 8 x 16 bytes of RAM. The T70 is among Canons
last manualfocus cameras. Canon started with a clean slate when they came out with the EOS
autofocus cameras. Since the finder only reads the aperture, if you want to read the shutter speed,
you have to keep holding the shutter button while you look at the top LCD without moving the
camera! It may as well be Russian as far as compatibility with anything autofocus, EOS or digital
from Canon. You easily can shoot it digitally. Thats the battery holder and internal motor drive.
Rewind is also motorizedonly. There are three program modes. There is a WIDE PROGRAM mode
which shifts to apertures two stops smaller. The TELE mode optimizes for fast shutter speeds with a
different curve. I prefer these to my infinitely shiftable modern cameras because these are the three
programs I need. With modern cameras, Im constantly piddling around to get to just these three
modes. The Partial setting uses just the central 12mm spot and locks the exposure. The Average
setting uses the entire finder, minus the edges, and doesnt lock the exposure. No Aperturepriority
Av. M for manual exposure. In stoppeddown AE mode only usable with uncoupled lenses, these two
digits read shutter speed.Vertical metal focal plane. Bulb mode counts seconds on the dark top LCD
up to 30. After 30 seconds, it starts counting up again from 0 and adds one of the three film motion
dashes. If you add 30 for each dash, the display reads up to 120 seconds. Too bad theres no
conventional cable release socket. I measure 27 seconds for a 36exposure roll. Manual says theres a
CR1220 or BR1225 lithium to remember the frame counter setting and ISO if you change the AAs,
and that it needs to be changed every 5 years. In 2008, my T70 still works fine. You might want to
keep a T70 around just for testing pairs of AA batteries.

canon t70 manual rewind, canon t70 manual rewind instructions, canon t70 manual
rewind review, canon t70 manual rewind download, canon t70 manual rewind video.

Youll see four different levels on the top LCD. Two or three bars is fine. One blinking bar, or no bar,
means change the batteries. Even with no bar, the T70 may still shoot. There are thus four battery
levels displayed, more than most modern DSLRs. To clear this, I had to cycle the power and tap the
shutter again to get it to advance to the next frame. Im unsure if this is a bad old roll of film, a
defective sample of T70, or a problem rampant with all of them. If you havent used a film camera,
youre in for a pleasant surprise. Therefore T70 doesnt give great exposures automatically, you have
to earn them by using the zone system and compensating the meter. You compensate the meter by
changing the ISO settings for dark or light subjects. Take them out of your flashlight, GPS or flash if
youre short. Close the back, the T70 cranks through a few frames, and youre all set. If theres no
icon, that means you have no film, but the T70 still shoots away and counts frames as if it did. Dont
get caught shooting blanks; there is no rewind crank or any other indication that you have film
loaded or not. It fooled me, so it may fool you. You must set this manually. Its easy, but if you forget,
youre in trouble. You do it the old fashioned way by changing the ISO setting. Set ISO 80 with ISO
50 film. Ive altered it for one shot, and made other shots with the altered setting. Be careful. There
is NO automatic rewind as on newer cameras. The T70 will rewind the film, sounding like a toy while
counting down the frame counter, and in 27 seconds, your 36exposure roll is rewound. Make all the
fun you want of the loud motor; its still twice as fast as a Leica Minilux Zoom. You must initiate
rewind manually; remember, this is 1984. If you want AEL, you must select PARTIAL AEL, which
gives you a heavily centerweighted pattern with AEL. These are your only two combos, sorry, its the
1980s.



These are the two settings Id want anyway, an advantage of less advanced cameras like the T70 is
that they do exactly what I want without all the feature clutter that gets in the way. The finder shows
the aperture in halfstops, and the top LCD shows the shutter speeds, also in half stops. To select the
three program modes, hold MODE and tap UP and DOWN. You get to this by holding the top MODE
button and taping UP and DOWN until you see Tv on the top LCD. Once here, let go of MODE and
tap the UP and DOWN buttons to change shutter speeds in stops. The finder indicates the
automatically chosen aperture. When it does this, it will show the cameraselected speed on the top
LCD and blink the infinder aperture slowly to let you know all is still AOK. If it cant shift the shutter
far enough for a correct exposure, it will blink the finder rapidly. Annoyingly, the T70 doesnt like
this mode, and always flashes the finders M LED to distract you. To meter manually, tap the shutter
halfway, read the aperture from the infinder LED, and set it on your lens. It reads in halfstops, which
correlates to the clicks on Canon lenses. This works, but thats still shutter, not aperture, priority.
Hold it to read the exposure. Its no big deal; all it does is duplicate a halfpress of the shutter button.
If I was stuck on an island and only had one if these, Ive have no problems making great photos with
it. Id love to get my hands on a T90. The T70 could. Its great people like you who allow me to keep
adding to this site fulltime. Thanks! It costs you nothing and is a huge help to me.I recommend them
all personally. The T70 started with the concepts explored in 1983s T50, took them further, and
applied them to a more sophisticated camera. While the Program AEonly T50 was intended as a
beginners camera, the T70 gave the photographer a lot more control over the cameras operation
while keeping the Tseries philosophy of simplicity in control and operation intact.The continuous
shooting rate, at 0.

7 frames per second, was slower than rival motor drives, but the drive was nonetheless faster than
most people could manually wind. To load the camera, the photographer simply had to pull the film
leader out to an orange mark and close the back—the camera did the rest, loading the leader onto
the spool, and advancing to the first frame automatically. All powered camera functions drew on two
AA batteries in the grip. A builtin lithium battery BR1225 or CR1220 was used to store user settings;
the batteries lasted for about five years, and had to be replaced by a technician, since replacing
them required partial dismantling of the camera body.Two buttons above the display labeled UP and
DOWN adjusted the selected parameter and the results were shown on the LCD. Buttons on the
lefthand top of the camera selected the parameter to be modified.Centerweighted average metering
was the standard metering method, averaging over the whole frame with a slight preference towards
the center of the frame, where the main subject is most likely to be. With strongly backlit scenes, or
ones where the subject is spotlit against a dark background, centerweighted averaging produces
underexposure or overexposure, respectively. For such situations, the T70 also supported selective
area metering, which metered only the center 11% of the frame. The metering mode was selected by
a sliding switch on the top lefthand side of the camera from the photographers perspective. This
switch also selected selftimer mode and had a Lock position.These wereIn this standard mode, the
camera judges the shutter speed and aperture for average photographic scenes. Here, the user
selects the shutter speed and the camera chooses the correct aperture. This is designed to work with
the Speedlite 277T dedicated flash unit. For flash exposures with nondedicated flash units. Also for
use with macro photography attachments such as extension tubes and bellows, and for using
nonCanon lenses with an adaptor.

Cannot be selected with an FD lens attached. The shutter of the T70 was not battery dependent
during bulb exposures, and was one reason why the command back could support timed exposures
of several hours duration.Canon T70 Camera. Retrieved on 20 October 2005. By using this site, you
agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Format 24 x 36 mm Exposure modes Multiprogram AE
Standard program, Tele program, Wide program,Usable lenses Canon FD lenses full aperture
metering and nonFD lensesViewfinder Fixed eyelevel pentaprism without condenser. Gives 92%
verticalFinder information Displayed to the right of viewing area. 4 point LEDFlashes at 2 Hz to give



camerashake warningIndicates shutter speed setting in. Display flashes at 8 HzDisplay flashes at 2
Hz when safety shift functionSelective area metering range mark. Dioptric adjustment Builtin
eyepiece is adjusted to standard 1 diopter. Mirror Quick retum type with shock and noise absorber.
Eyepiece cap Built into the shoulder pad of the neckstrap. Light metering system Throughthelens
TTL full aperture metering forTwo selectable weighting patterns, centerweightedExposure reading
Exposure can be checked by pressing exposure preview button,Shutter Vertical travel
electromagnetic attraction shutter EMAS, focalplane.Wide program. Afler the film has beenThree
blank frames are advanced The. Film advance Advanced automatically by a builtin motor, enabling
continuousFilm rewind Automatic using builtin motor. Automatic stop afler film hasRewind
completion is indicated on LCD panel. Frame Counter Shown in the LCD digital display. Additive
type with numbersBack cover Removable, with memo holder. Opened by sliding latch with
safetyElectronic flash AE WithAlkaline batteriesBattery life approx. 5 years. Power switch The power
is turned OFF by setting the mode selector main switch. Three energy levelsRemote control
Possible. With threeterminal contact for remote control.

Others Canon Auto Bellow Unit Manual; Canon Macro Photography Guide, Canon Slide Duplicator
Manual, Canon Angle Finder Users Manual Canon Macro Photography Guide Canon
FDMaintenanceEEwyn Foo, my nephew, who. It is one of last manual focus SLRs produced by Canon
before it switched to the production of autofocus EF mount EOS SLRs. The Canon Tseries replaces
the older Aseries cameras AE1, A1, etc. with more advanced features in exposure controls, a
stronger metalblade shutter, a builtin motordrive and a more common power source AA batteries.
The Canon Tseries includes the following camera models To my understanding, the wide program as
set in the photo right above will optimize for depthoffield while the the tele program will optimize for
high shutter speed. Also, shutterpriority and full manual exposure are available for more creative
use.Although being a “hightech” camera in its era, film speed needs to set manually on the T70,
instead of automatically by using DXcoding. However, because film speed is set manually, there is no
“film info peekwindow” on the camera back one less cause for lightleak when the camera ages and
instead a “reminder slot” for film package is provided which I prefer over the peekwindow. Beside a
conventional average metering pattern, the camera also provides a partialarea metering pattern
covering approximately 11% of the center portion of the frame. While not as useful as spot metering
which covers a much smaller portion of the frame, it is still better than the more common
centerweighted metering in which the weight pattern and ratio differs from manufacturer to
manufacturer or even model to model! especially when you are a zonesystem user. Exposure was set
by using data given by the partialarea meter as reference points. It uses an unconventional
breechlock design see photo above instead of the much more common bayonet style. Some people in
Asia call it a “reversed bayonet” mount because the “male side” is actually on the body.

Today, FD lenses had long been obsolete and many of them are being sold at real bargain prices in
the used market. For those who want to try out film photography and don’t mind lenses being
noninterchangeable with your DSLR, why not consider buying a Canon FD mount SLR See the post
of the FDn 50mm f1.8 itself and there is some info. on that. Bookmark the permalink. It seems like
some of the written text on your posts are running off the screen. Can somebody else please
comment and let me know if this is happening to them too. This might be a issue with my internet
browser because I’ve had this happen previously. Kudos I have seen this before while I was editing
some of my posts on a public terminal. The first one suffered from the LCD panel coming off; I
replaced this with sellotape and it worked like this for many years. The second needed tape to keep
the battery door in place, and that didn’t work so well, but I bought the camera to get the “Thorium”
35mm f2 that it came with. Notify me of new posts via email. To find out more, including how to
control cookies, see here. I am not sure if it will work. When I put a new film in it, the counter didnt
go to 0, and the camera didnt make the sound it does b,xwhen it loads a film. It sounds OK when
taking fotos, and I have opened it and it looks all right. Does anyone know something ThaanksIt is



online. Anyway, after loading there will not be a zero, but a film cassette icon with 3 strips left to it
symbolizing film having been pulled out of the casettte the figure 1 indicating first frame to be
exposedI have the icon with the 3 strips at the left. But instead of figure 1, i have 39 I started at 37
and I have taken 2 photos. Do you think its normal. Im not really convinced!But do you think I can
roll the film again and try to put it again. I will only loose the first photos if it works, I dont know if
its possibleAlso there are DIY solutions as toothed or sticky foil strips.

How can I do it Do you know any tutorialI once recently forgot which of my T70s was loaded. I got to
37 and was concerned. At 38 I knew something was wrong. It was empty. No film. It almost sounds
to me as if it did not reset after the last roll. The sign being you started at 36. It could be that
rewinding to verify you start back at 1 is the best approach though as mentioned, you might not be
able to retrieve the film afterward. You could also just continue and see if it finally stops at the end
of the roll. The risk is losing your time and any potential photographs if it is not working. Either way,
you risk something to verify.Click to expand. Must be time for my nap.If AA cells fitted, it uses these
for memory. I wonder if the internal battery has failed, especially if the camera has been stored for a
long periodBut the reset and first transport at closing the door, are part of the static algorithm.I had
a look at the repair manual but its not so clear to me where the door closed contact switch is. Can
anyone of you give me some suggestion about what I should check. Thank you, AlbertoThe last T70 I
got lost power halfway through a roll and just running it through a rewind cycle empty got it reset
and ready again.Last week I took that camera out for a test and suddenly, the loading process
started to work correctly. I already finished three rolls without any problems, so lets see what
happens Thanks for your help Alberto. While the Program AEonly T50 was intended as a beginner’s
camera, the T70 gave the photographer a lot more control over the camera’s operation while
keeping the Tseries philosophy of simplicity in control and operation intact. All film transport on the
T70 was powered—loading, advance and rewind. The continuous shooting rate, at 0.7 frames per
second, was slower than rival motor drives, but the drive was nonetheless faster than most people
could manually wind.

A builtin lithium battery BR1225 or CR1220 was used to store user settings; the batteries lasted for
about five years, and had to be replaced by a technician, since replacing them required partial
dismantling of the camera body. Serial No. 1140471 Condition Condition is excellent with no visible
scratches or dents. It is certainly far removed from those other technological wonders designed for
amateurs”.I have no connection with Canon and receive no remuneration nor benefit for this listing.
It is for my own use and possibly your enjoyment. The T70 features shutter speedpriority TTL AE,
TTL multiprogram AE, and preset aperture AE. The dual metering system gives a choice of
centerweighted averaging metering and partial metering at the center. In 1984, the camera won the
Good Design Award from the Ministry of International Trade and Industry and the European Camera
of the Year Award. With shutter speedpriority AE or preset aperture AE 2 sec.Correct exposure,
camerashake warning, flash ready, aperture, shutter speed, safety shift, and manual.
Centerweighted averaging or partial metering at center.Auto film advance with builtin motor.
Continuous shooting at 0.7 fps. Prior to this Id borrowed my fathers old Yashica rangefinder and Id
use about one roll of film per year, with photos from spring, summer, autumn and winter all on the
same roll of film. I bought it second hand from a local camera shop and I think I chose it because of
its sleeker design than the older, manual wind, cameras. I didnt fully understand how the T70
worked, but I used to take it with me on the boat when I went diving. Unfortunately it died when it
got a bit wet with salt water. The T70 started with the concepts explored in 1983s T50, took them
further, and applied them to a more sophisticated camera.

While the Program AEonly T50 was intended as a beginners camera, the T70 gave the photographer
a lot more control over the cameras operation while keeping the Tseries philosophy of simplicity in
control and operation intact. The continuous shooting rate, at 0.7 frames per second, was slow, but



the motor drive was faster than most people could manually wind. To load the camera, the
photographer simply had to pull the film leader out to an orange mark and close the back—the
camera did the rest, loading the leader onto the spool and advancing to the first frame
automatically. A builtin lithium battery BR1225 or CR1220 was used for memory backup; these
lasted about five years and had to be replaced by a technician, since replacing it required partial
dismantling of the camera body. Two buttons above the display labelled UP and DOWN adjusted the
selected parameter and the results were shown on the LCD. Buttons on the righthand top of the
camera selected the parameter to be modified. Centerweighted average metering was the standard
metering method, averaging over the whole frame with a slight preference towards the center of the
frame, where the main subject is most likely to be. This switch also selected selftimer mode and had
a Lock position. These were. Also for use with macro photography attachments such as extension
tubes and bellows, and for using nonCanon lenses with an adaptor. Cannot be selected with a FD
lens attached. The T70 features shutter speedpriority TTL AE, TTL multiprogram AE, and preset
aperture AE. The 1984 Canon T70 I wrote about the Canon T50 for FPP back in early 2011. I love
that camera for its simplicity, its feel and balance in the hand, and its ability to accept the Canon FD
lenses. But the T50 was really no more than a point and shoot aimed at providing entrylevel
photographers a small, simplified SLR. A year later Canon introduced their second version in the
series, the T70.

This version retained the point and shoot simplicity of its predecessor, but provided the more
advanced amateur with options for some control over exposure. Like the T50, you can still pick up
good, working examples of the T70 on “The Bay” or through sellers like KEH. I got mine through a
local camera shop’s EBay sales department. It was the body only and no strap. And almost three
decades after its release, the camera works just fine. Depending on the shooting conditions or your
mood, you can snap away with the T70 just like you would the earlier T50. Which is to say, set your
FD lens on the “A” indicator, then point, focus and shoot. Doing so you’ll find little to differentiate
the two cameras either in their handling or their feel in the hand. They look about the same size
maybe the T70 is marginally larger and feel about the same weight. In viewfinder only on T50. The
battery check feature displays here, as does the filmincamera indicator. However, the shutter only
stays open as long as you hold the shutter release button. A nice feature on the T70 is the Exposure
Preview button, which sits on the front of the camera adjacent to the grip. This feature allows you to
see the exposure settings in program mode so you don’t have to press the shutter release halfway,
and also to lock the shutter speed when in shutter priority mode. The main camera controls reside
on the top plate. To the right of the prism you’ll find the mode selector buttons, the LCD screen and
the shutter release. Since I shoot mostly with a 28 mm lens I tend to leave the camera set to
“Program Wide” thus emphasizing smaller apertures and greater DOF. Is it worth investing in a T70.
Why not They’re cheap and sturdy enough that you can throw one in your backpack or over your
shoulder and take it anywhere with little to worry about. The AA batteries provide cheap and
widelyavailable power, and the FD glass will give you crisp images.

And with that thought in mind, I think Ill look for another T70 as a back up! A note about the images
I used Freestyles Arista EDU 400 for the black and white shots. I used Kodak Ektar 100 for the color
shots. I steadied the camera on my knee for the pier shot, albeit not as steadily as I would have
preferred. Brian Moore has been a photography nut since his early teens when he got his first
camera, a Polaroid 210 Automatic Land Camera.All rights reserved. Images are not to be reprinted
or reused without the express permission of the photographer who took them. Large LCD panel. You
can add it! Its been used, but its very clean. No major dings. Shutter sounds good. The T70 started
with the concepts explored in 1983s T50, took them further, and applied them to a more
sophisticated camera. While the Program AEonly T50 was intended as a beginners camera, the T70
gave the photographer a lot more control over the cameras operation while keeping the Tseries
philosophy of simplicity in control and operation intact. A builtin lithium battery BR1225 or CR1220



was used to store user settings; the batteries lasted for about five years, and had to be replaced by a
technician, since replacing them required partial dismantling of the camera body. The T70 used an
LCD mounted on the top of the righthand side of the camera as a major component of its user
interface. Two buttons above the display labelled UP and DOWN adjusted the selected parameter
and the results were shown on the LCD. Buttons on the lefthand top of the camera selected the
parameter to be modified. The T70 included two different throughthelens metering methods; both
used a silicon photocell housed above the viewfinder eyepiece. Centerweighted average metering
was the standard metering method, averaging over the whole frame with a slight preference towards
the center of the frame, where the main subject is most likely to be. This switch also selected
selftimer mode and had a Lock position.

Most of the Info above is from Wikipedia. Being a Manual Focusing camera yet having the features
of automatic advance and rewind of film, 2 different throughthelens metering methods and 8
different exposure modes. It shapes our mission and our values, the way we treat our people and
conduct our business. Beyond our company activities, Kyosei influences the way we operate within
the wider community and with organisations throughout the world. We believe that being a good
corporate citizen is of paramount importance and are mindful of how our activities impact on our
customers, employees, partners and the world around us. I only hear the sound of the rewind motor
for about 2 seconds, then the motor stops. If you have any suggestions, I will be greatfull. If it is not
the battery, then go in a darkroom completely dark and take out the film if youre unable to rewind it
inside the camera. Look at the transport rollers in the back for the camera and make sure theyre
clean sometimes film chips get jammed in there. Let me know if this helps you. Thanks. This camera
is electronic. If this does not fix the problem you may have a shutter or advance problem and the
camera would have to be send off for repair. Start witht he battery, that is the fix 9 out of 10 times.
Im not an expert on Cannon cameras or any cameras for that matter, but this is what I did to fix the
problem. I removed the bottom coverhas 6 screws i believe carefully sliding the cover up starting
near the battery cover. Holding the camera still I checked what gears I could to make sure they were
free, but one small gear that moves up and down was stuck. I applied a very small amount of force to
the gear to free it, reattached the cover and all the screws, and BAM. I was back to taking pictures.
Hopes this helps. p.s if you cant find one of the screws its under the battery cover flap. Login to post
Film rewinds as each shot is exposed. Film advance Automatic. Singleframe and continuous 1 fps.

Automatically rewinds film leader into cartridge when designated number of frames have been
exposed midroll rewind available.Can I do this manually All that in complete darkness. Then get the
camera fixed.Your best bet is to go to Ebay, Film cameras, film camera body acessories, type in
Canon Command back 70 and wait until one shows up. If you save the search, you get an email
everytime one comes up. Good luck. If you turn the camera over you will see a small slide switch
with a small button next to it. Push the button in and slide the switch at the same time, the film
should then rewind. Also the camera must be in the on mode.The gears under the bottom of the
camera may have gotten sluggish from dried out lubrication. You can take the bottom off to see if
the gears are able to turn freely or check with a local camera repair shop. CameraRepairs If it is not
the battery, then go in a darkroom completely dark and take out the film if youre unable to rewind it
inside the camera. Thanks.Your camera is beeping because the film is rewound and there is no film
for the camer to take the photo on since it has been rewound.Answer questions, earn points and help
others. For the benefits of a local purchase we match online prices instore from Australian resellers.
Go to Online Store Switchable between average and partial metering. Built in auto winder with
powered rewind. Camera powered by 2 X AA batteries.Click and collect available weekdays from
10am to 4pm. Ph 03 97253816. Owners of the T70 with pictures take of and by the Canon T70 is
what it is all about. I cant find anything on the. I have few Canon. Ich habe seit gestern eine Canon
t70 und da sie meine erste analoge Kamer. I picked up a T70, 50mm F1.8 and a battered case
yesterday from a ch. Just recived a T70,an Ebay.auction. Shooting at night,how does the camera. Got



a Digit. The T70 came later. Both are fantastic cameras, but I use the T70 more often these days
because the light meter is so much better.

I sold it in the 90s and recently bought another one. To be honest, though, I think my A1 with
Winder A handles so much nicer than my T70. Im a big fan of the A1, mostly for things like aperture
priority, but I still think the T70 is very comfortable to handle and great in terms of ergonomics and
control. The only thing that bothers me about it is the select switch for spot metering and self timer.
For example, if you spot meter your subject and then want to use the timer, you slide forward the
switch without noticing that now its using the average reading again. Still, theyre both damn good
cameras.I tend to unconsciously move the camera as I press on the shutter button. With the winder
attached to the A1 I have more vertical surface to balance longer lenses. The T70 feels too short by
comparison. That said, I think the T70 is pretty tough and has good metering. It is quieter than the
A1 with winder attached, though the A1 can be manually wound and rewound. I had to remove the
last roll from my T70 in the dark because the automatic rewind jammed. I have a hard time getting
bad pictures to come out of it.A new one is cheaper than getting it serviced.However, I switched to
digital after moving to Shanghai 3yrs ago. I found the film processing quality here to be very poor
quality.The T70 just doesnt seem to have the charm of some of the earlier bodies or the capability of
the T90, so when I grab a film body its either the T90 for its very full feature set, or one of the A
series bodies for nostalgia my dad had an AE1 Program that he carried around on all of our family
vacations. From my cabinet o cameras the T70 just doesnt call out to me to be shot most of the
time.My wife was using a AE1P so now we still have both cameras. The AE1 needs new light seals
but, the T70 still works great. I picked up another mint T70 last December so now one is always
loaded with black and white and the other is loaded with color. I shot a roll of each last week.


